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Abstract
We propose an identification framework to evaluate the 
exclusion restriction in a fuzzy regression discontinuity 
setting, by adopting results from the literature on partial 
identification with invalid instrumental variables. With this 
framework, we provide new estimates of the effect of re-
tirement on cognitive functioning and the first empirical 
analysis of the validity of an age- based instrumental vari-
able for retirement. Point estimates suggest an insignifi-
cant negative effect of retirement on cognitive functioning. 
Partial identification regions qualify this finding by sug-
gesting that if retirement is, in fact, detrimental for cog-
nitive functioning, then large drops are unlikely. Second, 
data alone cannot identify the sign of the treatment effect. 
In fact, our results support improvements in cognitive func-
tioning following retirement. The bounds analysis suggest 
that, when studying the impact of retirement, the validity 
of eligibility as an instrumental variable depends on the 
time period considered for the analysis and that violations 
of the exclusion restriction are likely already in very small 
intervals of 8 months around the cut- off in regression dis-
continuity designs.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a trend towards early retirement, which has increased the number of 
retirees per worker. This trend is putting ‘enormous’ pressure on the financial viability of welfare sys-
tems around the world (Gruber & Wise, 2002, 2004). In addition to its macroeconomic consequences, 
retirement leads to drastic changes in people’s lives: it separates people from their working environ-
ment, it replaces salaries with an often- smaller pension and it increases the amount of available spare 
time by several hours a day. These changes might affect individuals’ decision- making (in terms of 
consumption, expenditure, investment and allocation of time) and ultimately impact on the levels of 
cognitive functioning and physical and mental health. The aggregated sign and magnitude of these in-
direct effects might compound or mitigate the direct macroeconomic consequences of retirement and, 
therefore, they need to be considered when designing policies. The effect of retirement on cognitive 
functioning is of particular interest because cognitive functioning is positively associated with health, 
wealth, labour market outcomes, and better decision- making (e.g. Benjamin et al., 2013; Burks et al., 
2009; Dohmen et al., 2010; Frederick, 2005; Gerardi et al., 2013; Heckman et al., 2006; Jensen, 1998).
The selection bias complicates the estimation of the causal effect of retirement on cognitive func-
tioning. Retirees and non- retirees tend to differ in non- trivial ways, with baseline variation in cognition 
(and health) often being a direct or indirect driver of retirement. Authors have addressed confound-
ing with instrumental variable strategies that, although differing in the underlying estimator, share 
the use of age- based instrumental variables to predict retirement. In particular, pension eligibility 
rules (or ‘eligibility’ hereafter) have been routinely used (e.g. Aguiar & Hurst, 2005; Battistin et al., 
2009; Bonsang et al., 2012; Bound & Waidmann, 2007; Charles, 2004; Coe & Lindeboom, 2008; Fé 
& Hollingsworth, 2016; Mazzonna & Peracchi, 2016; Neuman, 2008; Rohwedder & Willis, 2010). 
Pension eligibility rules are exogenously determined by central governments and they are responsible 
for a significant number of retirement decisions across different nations every year (e.g. Gruber & 
Wise, 2002; Munnell et  al., 2016). Instrumental variable methods based on eligibility identify the 
local average treatment effect (LATE; Imbens & Angrist, 1994) that is the effect of retirement on those 
individuals whose retirement decision is solely driven by pension eligibility. This parameter matters 
because it captures the direct consequences of rules that are under the control of policy- takers.
Age- based instruments (and in particular eligibility) divide the population into older and younger 
groups at a time when the decline in people’s health and cognitive functioning is accelerating. In 
particular, people who stay at work after reaching the eligibility age are subject, on average, to a 
faster natural decline in cognitive functioning than individuals younger than the eligibility age. This 
creates a direct correlation between eligibility (a proxy for age) and cognitive functioning, which con-
flicts with the exclusion restriction underlying instrumental variables methods (Angrist et al., 1996). 
Without the exclusion restriction, the LATE is not point identified from the data alone and that stan-
dard parametric and non- parametric instrumental variable methods will return misleading estimates 
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and inferences (e.g. Cai et al., 2008; Conley et al., 2012; Nevo & Rosen, 2012). Those estimates and 
inferences might mask an underestimation of LATE, an overestimation of LATE, a Type I error or a 
Type II error.
To date, no study of the consequences of retirement has empirically evaluated the exclusion 
restriction— for, indeed, it cannot be assessed with conventional tests of hypotheses. The main con-
tributions of this paper are to propose an identification framework to empirically evaluate the validity 
of the exclusion restriction in a regression discontinuity setting, and to provide the first empirical 
analysis of the validity of an age- based instrumental variable for retirement. We present new esti-
mates of the effect of retirement on a measure of cognition (memory), using a cross- section of male 
respondents in the US RAND Health and Retirement Study. As in previous work, our starting point is 
the choice of an age- based instrumental variable to predict retirement (namely an indicator of having 
reached the US Social Security Retirement Pension— SSRP— age of 62 years).
Our identification framework merges a regression discontinuity design with recent results on par-
tial identification of treatment effects in under exogenous assignment with imperfect compliance and 
invalid instruments. Our regression discontinuity design comes from Li et al. (2015a) (see also Mattei 
& Mealli, 2016 and Cattaneo et al., 2015) who define the conditions under which regression disconti-
nuity designs can be interpreted as a type of local randomised experiment with non- compliance. This 
framework is suitable to study the causal chain between retirement and cognition: eligibility is deter-
mined by age and it predicts a discontinuity in the propensity to retire at the SSRP age. Within this 
framework, we can identify a subpopulation of units that satisfies the conditions of a local randomised 
experiment with non- compliance. If eligibility is a valid instrument for retirement then we can obtain 
consistent estimates of the LATE of retirement for a strata of compliers. If the exclusion restriction 
fails, however, LATE is not point identified.
To empirically evaluate the exclusion restriction, we embed results in Flores and Flores- Lagunes 
(2013) within the Discontinuity framework of Li et al. (2015a). Flores & Flores- Lagunes, 2013 de-
velop partial identification methods for causal studies with random assignment, imperfect compliance 
and invalid instrumental variables. In those setting, one can partially identify LATE by replacing the 
exclusion restriction with weaker monotonicity assumptions about the potential outcomes, and how 
these relate, on average, across and within principal strata (Frangakis & Rubin, 2002). Critically, the 
monotonicity assumptions in Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) generate empirically testable mo-
ments that allow us to empirically assess the validity of the instrument. More precisely, in this frame-
work, one can partially identify the effect of eligibility on cognitive functioning which is mediated 
through retirement (the mediated average treatment effect, MATE) and the direct effect of eligibility 
on cognitive functioning (the natural average treatment effect, NATE). Because the exclusion restric-
tion assumption implies that there is not an average direct effect of eligibility on cognitive functioning 
(NATE equals 0), the identification regions for NATE across strata can provide information about the 
validity of our chosen instrumental variable in the sample.
The method in Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) can be seen as a robustness check for the sign, 
significance and magnitude of the point estimates suggested by the local randomisation method. In 
this sense, the method would appear as a non- parametric alternative to Huber and Mellace (2015), 
(who put forward a conditional moment test for invalid instruments based on inequality constraints) 
and Sales and Hansen’s test of independence between assignment and potential outcomes (Sales & 
Hansen, 2014), predicated on a residual ignorability assumption (conditional on consistent predic-
tion of the control group’s conditional mean). However, the estimated partial identification regions 
are of interest on their own right. First, although we know that a failure of the exclusion restriction 
leads to misleading estimates and inferences, we do not know a priori if these inferences conceal 
a Type I error, a Type II error or under/over estimation of the effect. Furthermore, the estimated 
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bounds are half- median unbiased and precision corrected, they rest on weaker assumptions than 
those underpinning point estimates and they also suggest a more conservative interpretation of the 
results. Given the importance of the exclusion restriction, the conservative approach implicit in the 
bounds analysis seems appealing. Note that, as pointed out by a referee, an alternative approach to 
Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) can be found in Mealli and Pacini (2013) who present a set of 
tight bounds in a stratification setting when a secondary outcome for which the exclusion restriction 
holds is available.
When we apply our identification strategy to the US Health and Retirement Study, we find the 
following. When the premise that our age- based instrumental variable is valid holds, we estimate that, 
in a neighbourhood of 9 months around the SSRP age, retirement leads to an average drop of 8.6% in 
a memory score among the subpopulation of compliers (that is, those men whose retirement decisions 
are driven solely by their eligibility for the SSRP). This effect appears to be statistically insignificant. 
However, our identification framework provides evidence against the validity of the instrument, al-
ready in intervals of 8 months around the SSRP age. We detect a direct effect of age on memory in our 
data, principally occurring through the subpopulation of never- takers. These are individuals who do 
not retire when they reach the SSRP age. They are older than those who take early retirement and are 
thus subject to a faster natural cognitive decline in memory.
When we allow for a failure in the exclusion restriction, we first observe that average drops in our 
measure of memory beyond 8% are unlikely. Furthermore, we cannot rule out improvements in the 
memory score following retirement of up to 16%. To assert that retirement could be detrimental for 
memory, we would need to assume, first, that compliers’ memory does not improve with retirement 
on average. Second, within each principal stratum, the combination of all mechanisms (other than re-
tirement) through which eligibility affects cognition does not lead to an average improvement in cog-
nition. Among those ‘other’ mechanisms, age is likely to play a dominant role, thus these assumptions 
are consistent with reported natural declines in memory with age, and by being enforced ‘on average’ 
they remain relatively weak - allowing for improvements in the memory of some compliers. Under 
these assumptions, however, drops in memory beyond 5% are ruled out by our identification regions; 
furthermore, by definition, partial identification analyses treat all values in the identification region 
uniformly. Therefore we cannot rule a zero LATE.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section discusses point and partial identification 
of LATE under random assignment and imperfect compliance. We extend the results in Flores and 
Flores- Lagunes (2013), deriving expression for the bounds of NATE, MATE and LATE for situations 
when one is interested in non- positive treatment effects (accompanying proofs of these results, are 
provided in the Supplementary Web Appendices II– III). Section 3 describes how we can integrate 
the methods of Section 2 into the regression discontinuity design of Li et al. (2015a) and Mattei and 
Mealli (2016). Estimation of the partial identification regions uses results in Chernozhukov et  al. 
(2013) which are discussed in the Supplementary Web Appendices II– III. Section 4 presents the re-
sults and discusses their implications and Section 5 concludes with some remarks.
2 |  IDENTIFICATION UNDER RANDOM ASSIGNMENT 
AND IMPERFECT COMPLIANCE
2.1 | Point identification with a valid instrumental variable
Consider a sample from a population consisting of i = 1, …, N, units observed at a specific point in 
time. Treatment assignment is signalled by the binary indicator Zi with Zi = 1 if a unit was assigned 
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to a new treatment or innovation and Zi = 0 otherwise. The N×1 vector Z = (Z1, …, ZN ) � describes 
the complete pattern of assignments in the sample. Di (Z ) indicates whether a unit actually received 
(Di = 1) or not (Di = 0) the new active treatment or innovation, given the randomly allocated vector 
of assignments. The N×1 vector D = (D1, …, DN ) � describes the complete uptake of treatment in the 
sample. The focus of the paper is on the estimation of the causal effect of D under imperfect compli-
ance, that is when Di (Z ) may differ from Zi.
Associated with each unit, there is a potential outcome Yi (Z, D ) measuring unit i’s response given 
the complete history of assignments and treatment uptake in the sample. Thus defined, the potential 
outcomes Yi (Z, D ) and Di (Z ) allow for great generality, enabling interactions between a unit’s po-
tential outcomes and other units’ assignments and treatment uptakes (this kind of interaction would 
arise, for instance, within vaccination schemes or in the presence of peer effects). This amount of 
generality, however, effectively disables causal inferences by creating uncertainty in the definition of 
causal effects (as there are more potential outcomes than there are units) and curtailing our ability to 
observe at least one potential outcome for each unit (e.g. Imbens & Rubin, 2015). In practice, atten-
tion is restricted to settings where the following Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption is satisfied 
(SUTVA; Angrist et al., 1996; Rubin, 1980, 1990, AIR hereafter):
AIR.1: Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA).
1. If Zi = Z �i  then Di (Z) = Di (Z
� )
2. If Zi = Z �i  and Di = D
�
i
, then Yi (Z, D) = Yi (Z
� , D � )
SUTVA is a substantive and non- refutable assumption, and its validity depends on each specific 
application. Under SUTVA, unit i’s potential outcomes are unrelated to other units’ assignment and 
treatment uptake (there is no interference). More subtle, SUTVA implies that there is only a single 
version of each treatment (no hidden variation in treatments). Under SUTVA, we can write Yi (Z, D ) 
and Di (Z ) as Yi (Zi, Di ) and Di (Zi ), which are the observed values of the outcome and the treat-
ment respectively. The potential values of such variables are Di (z ) and Yi (z, d), themselves func-
tions of the instrumental variable and treatment. AIR.1. corresponds to the conventional definition 
of SUTVA. Mattei and Mealli (2011) present a generalisation of SUTVA for augmented designs 
where a non- randomised, but predictable, mediator contributes to the outcome of interest (in those 
designs, the direct effect of the treatment and the indirect effect of the mediator are of interest to 
the researcher).
The potential values Di (z ) define a principal stratification of the population (Frangakis & Rubin, 
2002) with stratum depending on the value of the pair (Di (0) , Di (1) ). Specifically, we can separate 
the population into the strata of always- takers, who have (Di (0) , Di (1) ) = (1, 1); never- takers, who 
have (Di (0) , Di (1) ) = (0, 0); compliers, whose (Di (0) , Di (1) ) = (0, 1) and defiers, for whom 
(Di (0) , Di (1) ) = (1, 0). For example, in our application, Z is an indicator of eligibility for SSRP in 
the United States and D indicates if a person is retired, while Y is a measure of cognitive functioning. 
The compliers would be those individuals whose retirement decision is solely driven by changes in 
their eligibility for SSRP, whereas the never- takers are those individuals who are not retired regardless 
of whether they meet or not the SSRP eligibility age, etc.
With this notation, we can introduce a general definition of assignment mechanism,
AIR.2: Exogenous assignment: 
(1)P (Zi |Yi (1, 1) , Yi (1, 0) , Yi (0, 1) , Yi (0, 0) , Di (1) , Di (0) ) = P (Zi )
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Under exogenous (ignorable) assignment, we can identify the average effect of Z on D and Y (the 
intention- to- treat [ITT] parameters), 
Non- compliance is non- ignorable, and so the effect of D on Y is not point identifiable without further 
assumptions. Angrist et al. (1996) show that, by discarding the existence of defiers (via a monotonicity 
assumption) and ruling out direct effects of Z on Y (an exclusion restriction), it is possible to attribute all 
the variation captured by ITTY to the stratum of compliers (whose weight in the population is identifiable 
from data under the same monotonicity assumption; Imbens & Rubin, 1997). More precisely, we have the 
following proposition:
Proposition 1  Angrist et  al., 1996. Suppose that assumptions AIR.1 and AIR.2 hold. Suppose, 
 further, that
AIR.3: Non- zero effect of the instrumental variable: E(Di (1) − Di (0) ) ≠ 0
AIR.4: Instrument monotonicity: For all units, Di (1) ≥ Di (0)
AIR.5: Exclusion restriction: Yi (z, d ) = Yi (z � , d) for all units and for every z, z ′ and d.
Then, the LATE 
is non- parametrically identified.
Assumption AIR.3. requires that assignment affects treatment non- trivially (and substantively; 
Bound et al., 1995), whilst AIR.4 rules out the existence of defiers in the population. From the per-
spective of this paper, the most substantive assumption in Proposition 1 is the exclusion restriction, 
AIR.5. It implies that the effect of assignment is fully mediated through D and so Yi (z, d ) = Yi (d). 
Note that AIR.5 rules out direct effects across all principal strata, but it is common to replace AIR.5 
with separate exclusion restrictions for each strata. This is because while identification only requires 
that the exclusion restriction binds never– and always takers, attribution of ITTY to compliers requires 
extending the exclusion restriction also to compliers (e.g. Imbens & Rubin, 2015).
2.2 | Partial identification with an invalid instrumental variable
In our application, a failure of the exclusion restriction is likely: eligibility for SSRP is a function of 
age, and age affects cognitive functioning (see Section 4). When AIR.5 fails, the LATE is not identi-
fied and Z is referred to as an invalid instrumental variable. Without AIR.5, we can decompose the 
ITTY into the sum of the direct effect of Z on Y (the NATE) and the effect of Z mediated through the 
treatment indicator D (the MATE), 
(2)ITTD = E [Di (1) − Di (0) ]
(3)ITTY = E [Yi (1, Di (1) ) − Yi (0, Di (0) ) ]
LATE = E [Yi (z, 1) − Yi (z, 0) |Di (1) − Di (0) = 1] =
E (Yi |Zi = 1) − E (Yi |Zi = 0)
E (Di |Zi = 1) − E (Di |Zi = 0)
(4)ITTY = MATE + NATE
(5)MATE = E[Yi (1, Di (1) ) − Yi (1, Di (0) ) ]
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The term Yi (1, Di (0) ) represents the level of outcome experience when a unit is assigned to treatment, 
but the effect of Zi on Di is blocked by holding Di fixed at Di (0). It is a counterfactual and so neither 
MATE, NATE or LATE are identified from data alone.
Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2010) note that under assumptions AIR.1– AIR.4. 
where 
and the local natural average treatment effects (LNATE) are given by 
In the above expressions, nt = P (D (0) = 0, D (1) = 0), at = P (D(0) = 1, D (1) = 1), 
c = P (D (0) = 0, D(1) = 1) are the population proportions of never- takers, always- takers and 
compliers, all of which are point identified (Imbens & Rubin, 1997) since, at = P (D = 1 |Z = 0), 
nt = P (D = 0 |Z = 1) and c = P (D = 1 |Z = 1) − P (D = 1 |Z = 0). On a technical point, note that 
the exclusion restriction AIR.5 is stated at individual level, while NATE, LNATEk, k = nt, at, c refer to 
average effects; therefore, it is possible to have NATE = 0 with a non- zero individual natural effect for 
all units, in which case the exclusion restriction would not hold. Said differently, the exclusion restriction 
AIR.5 implies that NATE and LNATEk, k = nt, at, c equal 0, but the converse is not true.
Despite the impossibility of point- identifying LATE, the decomposition (8) is helpful to extract 
useful information about LATE from the data. Specifically, Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) note 
that it is possible to partially identify MATE by introducing monotonicity restrictions about the rela-
tionship between potential outcomes within and across the different principal strata in (8), just as in 
the principal stratification literature (see, in particular, Frangakis & Rubin, 2002). The monotonicity 
restrictions they consider are weaker than parametric assumptions on the selection mechanism (Flores 
& Flores- Lagunes, 2011; Imai et al., 2010; Robins & Greenland, 1992), yet they also have substantial 
identifying power. Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) focused on non- negativity restrictions. In what 
follows, we review the methodology in Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) and introduce similar results 
for scenarios when non- positivity restrictions are more appropriate— as is the case when estimating 
the causal effect of retirement on health or cognitive functioning.
Following Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) (see also Lee, 2009), let yzd

= F−1
Y |Z= z,D=d ( ), where 
FY|Z,D ( . ) is the distribution function of Y given Z and D (for an alternative notation for this moment 
see and Zhang & Rubin, 2003). The following proposition adapts Proposition 2 in Flores and Flores- 
Lagunes (2013) to the case of non- positive monotone treatment selection within strata (proofs of the 
following propositions are given in the Supplementary Web Appendix III).
Proposition 2  Weak Monotonicity of Mean Potential and Counterfactual Outcomes within Strata. 
Let assumptions AIR.1 to AIR.4 in Proposition 1 hold. Suppose that, in addition, the 
following assumptions hold:
P2.1. E[Yi (1, Di (1) ) |c] ≤ E[Yi (1, Di (0) ) |c]
P2.2. E[Yi (1, Di (0) ) |k] ≤ E [Yi (0, Di (0) ) |k] for k = nt, at, c
(6)NATE = E [Yi (1, Di (0) ) − Yi (0, Di (0) ) ] .
(7)LATE =
MATE




(9)LNATEk = E[Yi (1, Di (0) ) |k] − E [Yi (0, Di (0) ) |k] for k = at, nt, c.





for L1,at = E [Yi |Zi = 1, Di = 1, Yi ≤ y11( p1|0∕p1|1 ) ].
Assumptions P2.1. and P2.2. only need to hold on average (consequently individual units can 
violate either assumption without invalidating the Proposition). Assumption P2.1 states that the 
local mediated effect for compliers (LMATEc) is non- positive. For example, in our application, 
this will mean that the average effect of becoming age- eligible for SSRP that is mediated by retire-
ment is non- positive. When combined with assumption AIR.4, P2.1 also implies that LATE≤0. 
This monotonicity assumption is similar to Manski’s Monotone Treatment Response (Manski, 
1997) but applied to LATE rather than at the individual level. It implies that, on average, compli-
ers do not improve their outcome when retiring, so LATE≤0. Assumption P2.2 implies that, for 
each stratum, the combination of all mechanisms other than D through which Z affects Y does not 
lead to an average improvement in Y (i.e. LNATEk ≤ 0 for all strata). To give an example, in our 
application these assumptions would imply that the direct effect of becoming eligible for SSRP 
(i.e. the effect not mediated by retirement) does not lead to improvements in cognitive func-
tioning. Looking at the lower bound, U1,at − E (Yi |Zi = 0, Di = 1) and E(Yi |Zi = 1, Di = 0) − L0,nt 
can be understood as estimates of the direct effect of eligibility on Y for always/never takers 
respectively. Therefore, the last two terms in the lower bound are moderating the contribution of 
the ITTY to take into account the potential existence of direct effects of assignment within those 
strata.
An alternative set of bounds can be obtained by restricting the behaviour of Y between strata. In 
particular, it will often be plausible to assume that certain strata in the population are likely to have 
more favourable average outcomes. In this case, we can introduce the following result.
Proposition 3  Weak Monotonicity of Mean Potential and Counterfactual Outcomes between Strata. 
Let assumptions P1.i to P1.iv in Proposition 1 hold and suppose that:
P3.1. E[Yi (1, Di (0) ) |c] ≤ E(Yi (1, Di (1) |nt)
P3.2. E[Yi (1, Di (1) ) |at ] ≤ E [Yi (1, Di (0) ) |c]
P3.3. E[Yi (0, Di (0) ) |c] ≤ E[Yi (0, Di (0) ) |nt ]
(10)
L
E(Di |Zi = 1) − E (Di |Zi = 0)
≤ LATE ≤ 0
(11)L=E(Yi|Zi =1)−E(Yi|Zi =0)−atmin[U
1,at−E(Yi|Zi =0, Di =1);0]
−ntmin[E(Yi|Zi =1, D=0)−L0,nt;0]
U1,at=E[Yi|Zi =1, Di =1, Yi ≥ y111−(p1|0∕p1|1)]
L0,nt=E[Yi|Zi =0, Di =0, Yi ≤ y00(p0|1∕p0|0)].
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P3.4. E[Yi (0, Di (0) ) |at ] ≤ E [Yi (0, Di (0) ) |c]
P3.5. E[Yi (1, Di (1) ) |c] ≤ E[Yi (1, Di (1) ) |nt ]
P3.6. E[Yi (1, Di (1) ) |at ] ≤ E [Yi (1, Di (1) ) |c].
Then, 
where 
and L1,at = E [Yi |Zi = 1, Di = 1, Yi ≤ y11( p1|0∕p1|1 ) ], U
1,c = E[Yi |Zi = 1, Di = 1, Yi ≥ y11( p1|0∕p1|1 ) ]. 
Furthermore, 
Assumptions P3.3 through P3.6 are ranked average score assumptions similar to Assumption 2 in 
Zhang and Rubin (2003). In our application, Assumptions P3.1– P3.6 imply that, on average, never- 
takers (those who stay at work regardless) will exhibit no worse cognitive ability than compliers and 
that individuals who take retirement because of becoming age eligible to do so (i.e. compliers) exhibit 
no worse levels of cognitive ability than always- takers. Unlike with Proposition 2, P3.1– P3.6 do not 
identify the sign of LATE, but they yield testable implications. Specifically, we show in the Appendix 
that under P3.1– P3.6, the following inequalities hold. 
Each of these inequalities can be tested using a standard one- sided t- test for difference in means. If we 
empirically reject the inequalities, this is evidence against the assumptions imposed (note, however, that 
even if those inequalities hold on average, it is still possible for the assumptions to fail in reality).
Finally, it is possible to combine the assumptions in Propositions 2 and 3 to produce a new set of 
bounds, as follows:




E (Di |Zi = 1) − E (Di |Zi = 0)
≤ LATE ≤
U
E (Di |Zi = 1) − E(Di |Zi = 0)
L=c(E(Yi|Zi =1, Di =1)−E(Yi|Zi =1, Di =0))
U=c(min[U











































(13)E (Yi |Zi = 0, Di = 0) ≥ E (Yi |Zi = 0, Di = 1)
(14)E (Yi |Zi = 1, Di = 1) ≤ E (Yi |Zi = 1, Di = 0) .
(15)
max(L1, L2 )
E(Di |Zi = 1) − E (Di |Zi = 0)
≤ LATE ≤ 0
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where 
Furthermore, 
3 |  IDENTIFICATION WITH AN INVALID INSTRUMENT IN 
FUZZY REGRESSION DISCONTINUITY DESIGNS
The preceding bounds were introduced within the general context of randomised experiments with 
non- compliance. However, these bounds can be applied to fuzzy regression discontinuity designs by 
adopting results from a recent strand of the literature that formalises the conditions under which dis-
continuity designs can be interpreted as a type of local randomised experiment.
In regression discontinuity designs (Hahn et al., 2001; Thistlethwaite & Campbell, 1960), assign-
ment to treatment is determined by whether the score of a policy or running variable, Si, exceeds a 
specific cut- off level, s0, so that Zi =  (Si ≥ s0 ). Thistlethwaite and Campbell (1960) argue that often, 
in these designs, scores around s0 are fortuitously allocated, in which case one would expect units 
whose scores fall around s0 to be comparable in observed and unobservable traits (up to treatment 
assignment), as in a randomised experiment. This perspective, which was revived by Lee (2008) (see 
also Lee & Lemieux, 2010), has been formalised in recent years, in the work of Sales & Hansen, 2014 
(who propose a parametric approach reliant on a residual- ignorability condition) and in particular 
Cattaneo et al. (2015) and Li et al. (2015a). The latter two contributions present non- parametric frame-
works that differ in their treatment of Si. Cattaneo et al. (2015) view Si as a pretreatment variable such 
that P(Zi = 1) is either 1 or 0, depending on whether Si ≥ s0. Point identification of LATE would then 
follow from a re- interpretation of assumptions AIR.1.– AIR.5 in Proposition 1 (which would apply 
within a carefully selected, optimal neighbourhood around s0).
The framework adopted in this paper follows Li et al. (2015a), who treat Si as a random variable. 
The main characteristic of this framework is the introduction of an overlap assumption, implying that 
there is at least one subpopulation whose members have a non- trivial chance of being assigned to ei-
ther treatment group. It would follow that members of one such subpopulation would have comparable 
characteristics (up to treatment assignment), but the ‘identifying’ subpopulation need not be unique. 
Furthermore, in this interpretation it is only implicit that the units in the subpopulation will tend to 
have scores Si close to s0, but the subpopulation might generally includes units with values of S falling 
away from the policy cut- off, s0. In contrast to the standard regression discontinuity literature, this 
shifts the focus from causal effects at the cut- off to causal effects within the chosen subpopulation. 
This is also in contrast to Angrist and Rokkanen (2015) who propose a framework to generalise the re-
sults of discontinuity designs away from the threshold s0, based on a type of conditional independence 
assumption (see also related work by Battistin & Rettore, 2008 and Mealli & Rampichini, 2012).
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More formally, as in Li et al. (2015a) we begin by characterising the local overlap assumption 
establishing the existence of an ‘identifying’ subpopulation.
AIR.0*  Local Overlap. Given a random sample of i  =  1,  …,  N units, there exist a subsample 
s0
, such that ∀ i ∈s0, P(Si < s0 ) > 𝜀, P(Si ≥ s0 ) > 𝜀 for some ɛ  >  0.
As noted in Li et al. (2015a), the value ɛ is a methodological device and does not have relationship to 
the radius of a neighbourhood around s0 (as is the case in standard discontinuity designs predicated on 
the assumption of continuous potential outcomes and running variables). Having introduced AIR.0*, the 
next step is to introduce a suitable variation of SUTVA that applies only to the units in s0. Specifically, 
AIR.1. is replaced with the following.
AIR.1*:  Local Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (LSUTVA). For every i ∈s0, consider 
the assignments zi =  (si < s0 ) and z �i =  (s
�
i
< s0 ) with possibly si ≠ s ′i . Let zs0 be the 
Ns0
× 1 describing an assignment within s0. Similarly, let ds0 be the Ns0 × 1 describ-
ing treatment uptake within s0 Then,
1. If zi = z �i  then Di (z) = Di (z
� )
2. If zi = z �i  and di = d
�
i
, then Yi (z, d ) = Yi (z � , d
� )
LSUTVA imposes identical restrictions on interference and no- hidden variation to those implied 
by SUTVA, but these restrictions affect only units in s0 The final step to define a local randomised 
experiment in s0 is a characterisation of the assignment mechanism. Specifically, assumption AIR.2 
is now replaced with the following,
AIR.3*: Local Randomisation. For every i ∈s0, 
for some (possibly empty) vector of pretreatment characteristics Xi
Together, assumptions AIR.0*, AIR.1* and AIR.2* define a local completely randomised exper-
iment framework for the fuzzy regression discontinuity design. Unlike in classical randomised ex-
periments where the experimenter controls the distribution P(Si ), in the present RDD setting, the 
distribution P(Si ) is itself a random function, which will be subject to the choice of the non- unique 
subpopulation s0.
With AIR.0*, AIR.1* and AIR.2*, Propositions 1– 4 can now be applied with their scope limited to 
s0
. For instance, point identification would follow under the following local version of 1,
Proposition 5 Suppose that assumptions AIR.0, AIR.1* and AIR.2* hold. Suppose, further, that
AIR.3*: Non- zero effect of the instrumental variable: E(Di (1) − Di (0) ) ≠ 0 in s0
AIR.4*: Instrument monotonicity: For all units, Di (1) ≥ Di (0) for i ∈s0
AIR.5*: Exclusion restriction: Yi (1, d) = Yi (0, d) for every d and all i ∈s0
P (Si |Yi (1, 1) , Yi (1, 0) , Yi (0, 1) , Yi (0, 0) , Di (1) , Di (0) , Xi ) = P (Si )
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Then, the LATE 
is non- parametrically identified in s0
AIR.5* combines Assumptions 1 and 6 in Li et al. (2015a). As AIR.5, it rules out direct effects 
(NATE) of the assignment on the outcome for the subpopulations of compliers, never- takers and 
always- takers. However, it may remain problematic in applications. Specifically, under the framework 
described by AIR.0*– AIR.2*, the identifying subpopulation need not be unique and, more critically, 
identification need not rest on finding a ‘tightest’ neighbourhood around the policy cut- off (we are, 
rather searching for a subpopulation whose units are comparable up to the assignment indicator). This 
is in contrast to standard RDD, where the identification of this ‘tightest’ neighbourhood provides 
the basis to rule out direct effects of the assignment onto the outcome (thus justifying the exclusion 
restriction). As before, relaxing AIR.5* precludes point identification, but we can retrieve partial 
identification by applying Propositions 2– 4 specialised to s0.
3.1 | Selection of s0
Point estimation of LATE under AIR.0*– AIR.5* and partial identification of LATE under local 
equivalents of Propositions 2– 4 can be achieved provided that the subpopulation s0 is identified. The 
latter, may be unevenly distributed around s0, but it need not be unique. Thus, to select s0, we follow 
Mattei & Mealli, 2016 and search for s0 among the family of subpopulations described by symmetric 
intervals around s0 (as is normally done in the RDD literature). The existence of such class can be 
made explicit through the following assumption.
AIR.6*:  There exists a h  >  0 such that for each ɛ  >  0, P(s0 − h ≤ Si ≤ s0 + h) > 1 − 𝜀 for each 
i ∈s0.
The priority is to find an h identifying a subpopulation where AIR.0– AIR.2 * are plausible. AIR.0* 
and AIR1* are non- refutable, but AIR.2* implies that, within s0, all observed and unobserved pre-
treatment characteristics must be balanced across assignments. This suggests a procedure for selecting 
h. We can test the null hypotheses of no effect of assignment on a collection of pretreatment covari-
ates, over a grid of value of h, and then select the subpopulation associated with the largest h for which 
all tests fail to reject the null hypothesis (rejection of a single null hypothesis being taken as evidence 
against AIR.2*).
Evaluating a collection of null hypotheses, raises problems of multiple testing. These can be ad-
dress in a number of ways. Cattaneo et al. (2015) suggest basing decisions on the minimum p- value 
of the collection of tests (conditional on the value of h). As noted by those authors, a primary concern 
when selecting h is failing to reject the null hypothesis of balanced covariates (Type II error), reason 
why they take a conservative approach that compares the minimum p- value with higher significance 
levels than conventional. In their paper they suggest a 15% nominal significance level.
An alternative approach, which we follow in this paper, is to implement multiple testing ap-
proaches controlling the family- wise error rate (FWER). FWER procedures attempt to control Type 
I errors (reject true null hypothesis) by correcting nominal significance via ‘data driven’ method that 
take into account different aspects of the joint distribution of the tests (such as potential correlations 
LATE = E [Yi (z, 1) − Yi (z, 0) |Di (1) − Di (0) = 1] =
E (Yi |Zi = 1) − E (Yi |Zi = 0)
E(Di |Zi = 1) − E (Di |Zi = 0)
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of the different tests). In practice, this translates in a reduced rejection threshold, reason why FWER 
corrections will tend to be less conservative than the minimum p- value approach (in the sense that the 
FWER corrected critical value will tend to selected larger h than the minimum p- value criteria). The 
data- driven nature of FWER corrections is appealing. However concerns remain regarding Type II 
errors. Therefore, as in Cattaneo et al. (2015), we combine a FWER corrections with a high nominal 
significance level of 15% for each individual test.
In our application, we consider FWER corrections by Holm (1979), Holland and Copenhaver 
(1987), Hochberg (1988), and Rom (1990). Among these, Holland and Copenhaver (1987) tends to 
be the most conservative procedure. Again, given the severity of Type II errors in our context, the 
latter is the procedure of choice (as will become apparent, the empirical differences across methods 
are minimal). Then, the selected h corresponds to the largest bandwidth for which none of the pretest 
covariates appears to be statistically significant in accordance to the corrected critical value in Holland 
and Copenhaver (1987).
3.2 | Inference
Once a subpopulation has been selected, we can move to the analysis phase. Point estimates of LATE 
based on Proposition 5 can be obtained using any inference method for randomised experiments, in-
cluding frequentist and Bayesian methods (see Imbens & Rubin, 2015; Mattei & Mealli, 2016). In this 
paper, point estimation and inference are based on randomisation inference methods (Fisher, 1935; 
Rosenbaum, 1996; Rosenbaum & Imbens, 2005)
The point of departure in a randomisation inference setting is to test sharp null hypotheses of the 
type Ho: Yi (1) − Yi (0) = 0, for all i (note that this notation assumes the local exclusion restriction 
AIR.5*). It is implicit in this notation that the causal effect is assumed to be homogeneous across 
units, unless 0 = 0 in which case linear additivity is not a required assumption either (Cattaneo et al., 
2015).
Let Ns0 equal the number of units in s0 (M of which have been assigned to the new treatment). 
Under Assumptions AIR.0*, AIR.1* and AIR.2*, the treatment assignment mechanism in s0 defines 






can use this fact to obtain the exact distribution of any statistic, t(Z,Y) chosen to evaluate the sharp 
null hypothesis of interest. Specifically, letting Ỹi = Yi − 0 ⋅ Di, a two- side randomisation signifi-
cance level is the proportion of treatment assignments giving a larger value of the test statistic than 
observed, 
As a choice of test, we used a standardised difference in means, when evaluating an ITT (e.g. when selecting 
h) and a standardised Wald estimator of LATE (see Equation 5) when testing hypotheses about a LATE.
Point estimates for LATE and ITT are based on the Hodges– Lehmann inversion of the randomis-
ation test. This involves finding the value of τ that maximises the above p- value (that is the expected 
value of the tests statistic over the randomisation distribution). Point estimates are obtained numeri-
cally, using a Golden section algorithm (e.g. Ho & Imai, 2006; Press et al., 1992). In addition to the 
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using the bisection algorithm to find the roots of the power distribution of the statistics (i.e. the values 
0 for which the p- value of the tests equal 0.025 and 0.975).
The randomisation inference procedure has the advantage of not relying on the continuity of poten-
tial outcomes conditional on the assignment variable (Dong, 2014; Lee & Card, 2008) and it provides 
exact p- values for a sharp null hypothesis. Although Cattaneo et al. (2015) do not explore the question, 
as them we conjecture that the method also produces inferences which are robust to weak instruments, 
as described in Rosenbaum & Imbens, 2005 for the general randomisation inference approach (in the 
present context, a weak instrument problem refers to small discontinuities at the threshold; Feir et al., 
2016).
Estimation of the bounds and the associated confidence intervals is more elaborated, and a discus-
sion in provided in the Supplementary Web Appendix II. Briefly, analogue estimators of population 
moments involving max/min operators tend to have a finite sample bias, leading to estimated bounds 
that are typically too narrow. We therefore follow Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) and implement 
the intersection bounds corrections in Chernozhukov et  al. (2013) in order to provide confidence 
regions for the true parameter values and half- median unbiased estimators for our lower and upper 
bounds. The latter estimates correct the analogue estimates by their precision, adding their standard 
error scaled by an appropriately chosen critical value. The ensuing estimators are half- median unbi-
ased in the sense that the estimated upper (lower) bound exceeds (falls below) their real counterpart 
with probability of at least one half, for large samples.
4 |  EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
4.1 | Data and outcome
We apply the framework in Section 3 to estimate the effect of retirement on cognitive functioning. 
For the analysis, we use the RAND Health and Retirement Study (RAND- HRS) a ‘cleaned and easy- 
to- use’ version of the bi- annual Health and Retirement Study (RAND, 2017). The RAND- HRS is 
produced by the RAND Center for the Study of Aging, with funding from the US National Institute on 
Aging and the Social Security Administration. The dataset is nationally representative of the popula-
tion over 50 and contains comprehensive information covering all aspects of life. In this study, we use 
the data of 50- to 75- year- old men in Wave 11 of the panel (the last available at the time of commenc-
ing this research, corresponding to the years 2012/2013). We use historical data in the RAND- HRS to 
select the final sample of respondents, as detailed in the Supplementary Web Appendix I. Our focus 
on a single wave of the RAND- HRS responds to concerns regarding the incompatibility of repeated 
observations from the same individual with the no- interference dimension of SUTVA (with the treat-
ment status of a unit affecting or being affected by the unit’s potential outcomes in previous or later 
periods). Note further, that panel data complicate the definition of principal strata. For example if data 
are treated in first differences, with ΔZt = Zt − Zt−1 and ΔDt = Dt − Dt−1 the types of non- compliers 
increase and their definition will depend, at least, on whether ΔDt = 0 because the respondent is al-
ready retired or not and whether ΔZt = 0 because the respondent is younger or older than the eligibility 
age. Further detail to take into account the full history of t is unlikely to simplify matters. In those 
panel data settings, monotonicity can also be easily violated as there might be strata for which ΔZt = 1 
need not imply ΔDt = 0 (for early retirees, for instance). Addressing these complexities is beyond the 
scope of this paper. Cognition is a multidimensional concept (encompassing, among others, attention, 
abstract reasoning and decision- making). Among these dimensions, memory is particularly impor-
tant when studying retirement. Short- term storage of information is thought to be unaffected by age 
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(Babcock & Salthouse, 1990; Chao & Knight, 1997; Gick et al., 1988), but ageing affects ‘executive 
attention’ and ‘inhibition’, two crucial processes of working memory which are responsible for the 
handling of relevant information and the discarding of irrelevant information respectively (Chao & 
Knight, 1997; Hartman et al., 2001; Hedden & Park, 2001, 2003). Specifically, individuals become 
more exposed to distraction as they get older. This contributes to the deterioration of working memory 
and the decline in the ability to recall spatio- temporal details of previously experienced events (long 
term episodic memory; Craik et al., 1983; Glisky et al., 2001).
Neuroscience and cognitive neuroscience have put forward a number of reasons to explain why 
the overall deterioration of memory and attention might occur. Evidence suggests that there might be 
physiological reasons behind this decline (e.g. Raz, 2010). However, several studies have emphasised 
that memory failures could be attributed to reduced use of effortful encoding and retrieval of infor-
mation (in the form of lower than required activation of the left prefrontal cortex and over- reliance on 
feelings and familiarity in retrieval of information; Davidson & Glisky, 2002; Nolde et al., 1998). This 
has implications for retirement. The defining features of retirement are the cessation of an occupation 
and the sudden increase in the availability of leisure time. As noted in Rohwedder and Willis (2010) 
individuals tend to invest the additional leisure time in a sedentary lifestyle. Fé and Hollingsworth 
(2016) found that retirees increase the amount of time spent sleeping and in other passive activities 
- such as watching television- which do not involve social interactions or time outside home. This life 
style is unlikely to promote effortful encoding or retrieval of information and therefore there is a risk 
that retirement contributes to accelerating the decline in memory and overall cognitive functioning.
In the RAND- HRS, memory is measured through respondents’ scores in two cognitive ability 
tasks. In the immediate recall task, the interviewer reads a list of 10 words and the respondent has to 
memorise and repeat as many of these words as he can. The list the respondent hears is chosen at ran-
dom among four alternatives in such a way that the list differs over four consecutive waves. Following 
the immediate recall task, the interviewer continues with another set of questions and then, after about 
5– 10 min and without warning, the interviewee is asked to recall as many words as possible from 
the list used in the immediate recall task (this is the delayed recall task). Note that the memory task 
and retirement status are measured contemporaneously. The dependent variable in this paper is the 
standardised aggregate score in the delayed and immediate memory tasks (the standardised memory 
score).
4.2 | Discontinuity design: eligibility for Social Security Pension in the 
United States
Retirement and cognitive functioning are simultaneously determined, and therefore a comparison of 
mean standardised memory score between employees and retirees will not identify the causal effect of 
retirement. The selection bias arises because at any given age, individuals who retire and those who 
stay at work are likely to differ in non- trivial ways. Specifically, cognitive ability is linked to the type 
of occupation, which itself determines factors such as the desirability of a job, the physical demands 
of the job, the retirement pension and, ultimately the personal incentives and propensity to retire.
The selection bias has been addressed in earlier work by defining instrumental variables built on 
eligibility criteria for state pension or early retirement. In the case of the US, the most commonly 
used instrumental variable has been eligibility for SSRP (e.g. Hurd & Rohwedder, 2013). Two main 
reasons justify this choice of instrumental variable. First, the qualifying age for SSRP is exogenously 
determined by governments and more grounded on tradition than on concerns about health and cog-
nitive trends in the old age. Second, pension eligibility is a strong predictor of retirement around the 
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world, leading to an increase of around 10– 20% in the probability of being retired, a regularity which 
has been reported for countries as diverse as Italy (Battistin et al., 2009), China (Li et al., 2015b), 
Spain (Luengo- Prado & Sevilla, 2012), UK (Banks et al., 1998) and the US (see Ameriks et al., 2007; 
Bernheim et al., 2001; D. Hurd & Rohwedder, 2008; Hurst, 2008 ). In the United States, this discon-
tinuity is likely to be explained by the significant contribution of the SSRP to personal income. For 
instance, in 2016 the average monthly SSRP was $1,348 (Social Security Administration, 2017a), 
constituting 33.6% of the National Average Wage Index (a measure of average earnings, calculated 
annually by the Social Security Administration based on wages subject to federal income taxes and 
contributions to deferred compensation plans; the annual figure for 2015 was $48,098.63 or $4008.3 
per month; Social Security Administration, 2017b).
Given that, on average, memory declines rapidly with age (thus confounding any effect of re-
tirement on memory), the institutional context of the United States suggests exploiting the dis-
continuity in the propensity to retire at the SSRP age as the basis for a ‘local’ (to the SSRP age) 
instrumental variable strategy, or more precisely, a fuzzy regression discontinuity design. The rea-
son is that, by focusing on a neighbourhood around the SSRP age, one might be capable of neu-
tralising the effect of age on memory (thus enabling the identification of the LATE of retirement 
on memory). In such design, Y would represent the standardised memory score. The treatment 
indicator D would equal 1 if a man is retired (0 otherwise). Assignment Z would indicate if a man 
has reached the SSRP, s0 = 744 months (62 years of age), and the running or policy variable, Si, 
would be age in months (which is the smallest time unit available in the RAND- HRS) so that Zi = 1 
if Si ≥ 744. Under the assumptions in Proposition 5, and under assumption AIR.6*, we can then 
search for a subpopulation s0 which would identify ‘a’ LATE for retirement. A concern of this 
design, however, is that SSRP still splits the population into two groups (the young and the old) at 
an age when the decline in average memory occurs rapidly from year to year. Therefore, it is not 
possible to rule out, a priori, that SSRP (a proxy for age) might not be responsible for, at least, part 
of the dynamics of memory in the subpopulation s0. If the latter were the case, then our selected Z 
would be an invalid instrumental variable. This suggests the calculation of the partial identification 
regions in Section 3 in order to evaluate the robustness of the Regression Discontinuity Design 
induced by the pension age.
4.3 | Discontinuity design: selection of s0
Inference about the LATE in the analysis phase requires the specification of a subpopulation that 
satisfies assumptions AIR.0*– AIR.2*. Following the method described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we 
determine this subpopulation by testing the sharp null hypothesis of no treatment effect of eligibility 
on a collection of pretreatment indicators. Specifically, we considered: whether a person had achieved 
schooling at high- school level or below, whether a person had graduated from college, an indicator 
taking value 1 if a respondent was an army veteran, a variable identifying protestant individuals, a 
variable recording if the respondent fathered any child, and indicators of the region of birth (west, 
east or central United States). As described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we use a standardised difference 
in means conditional on Z as the test statistic and the exact p- value of each tests was computed by 
simulation, using 5000 replications.
Figure 1 plots the minimum p- value of the tests conditional on h ∈ [1,20] alongside the corrected 
critical values obtained by each of the FWER methods considered. We selected s0 on the basis of the 
largest h for which no test rejected the sharp null hypothesis (that is, the minimum p- value of the tests 
fell above the largest corrected critical value). As apparent from the Figure, all FWER methods return 
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very similar results, with Holland and Copenhaver’s procedure being (marginally) more conservative. 
We find that at h = 10, the minimum p- value equals pmin = 0.021, with pHolland = pRom = 0.020. The 
difference in critical values is too small to be substantive and, given that as in Cattaneo et al. (2015) 
our approach to identifying s0 intends to be conservative, we take h = 9 as the selected bandwidth. As 
a robustness check, however, we provide results for h ∈ {10, 11, 12} in the Appendix (the substantive 
conclusions of the analysis remain unaltered in all respects).
Descriptive statistics for the full sample and the selected subsample s0 are provided in Table 1. 
There are 5072 units in the full sample, of which 344 also belong to s0. Apart from the expected 
differences in the distribution of age induced by the discontinuity design, both samples are similar in 
most respects, particularly in the distribution of the memory score (9.661 vs. 9.652) and the propor-
tion of retirees (0.409 vs. 0.378); only minor differences in the proportion of individuals with high 
school education or less were detected between the samples (0.464 vs. 0.398, significant at nominal 
5% level).
Conditional on the information provided by the pretreatment indicators, the premise is that AIR.2* 
holds in the identified subpopulation s0 of ±9 months around s0 = 744. Within this subpopulation, 
the no- interference part of Assumption AIR.1* (local SUTVA) seems reasonable, give that we are 
focusing on a single cross- section of men from different households (wave 11 in the RAND- HRS). 
Furthermore, cognitive functioning is a global public good, which means that individuals cannot be 
effectively excluded from its use or acquisition and its use or acquisition by one individual does not 
reduce availability to others (e.g. Stiglitz, 1999). Regarding ‘hidden variation’, differential effects of 
retirement conditional on age were one of the principal concerns that motivated the use of a regression 
discontinuity design. By focusing the attention on a neighbourhood around the SSRP age, we hope to 
decrease the contribution of age to the variation in cognition, making the ‘no hidden variation’ part of 
SUTVA more acceptable.
Assumption AIR.3* (non- zero effect of eligibility on retirement) can be explored empirically 
within s0 via a randomisation inference test of the sharp null hypothesis H0: Di (1) − Di (0) = 0. 
The first column in Table 2 presents the Hodges- Lehmann estimator of the ITT of SSRP eligibility on 
F I G U R E  1  Minimum p- value vs h. For each h ∈ [1,20], the figure plots the minimum p- value among the test 
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retirement within s0, alongside 95% confidence intervals. The estimate suggests that eligibility for 
SSRP leads to an increase of 16.9 percentage points in the propensity to retire. This effect is statisti-
cally significant, and it provides some evidence to support AIR.3*.
T A B L E  1  Descriptive statistics. Standard errors are provided in parentheses. The p- values are obtained via 





Memory score 9.661 9.506 0.167
(3.152) (3.054)
Retired 0.409 0.378 0.033
(0.492) (0.486)
Age (months) 751.800 743.400 8.887**
(83.276) (5.147)
Education (College educated) 0.275 0.302 −0.029
(0.447) (0.460)
Education (high school or less) 0.464 0.398 0.071**
(0.499) (0.490)
Children ever born 2.424 2.436 −0.013
(1.818) (1.804)
Veteran 0.311 0.308 0.003
(0.463) (0.462)
Protestant 0.538 0.570 −0.034
(0.499) (0.496)
Region of birth: East 0.355 0.326 0.032
(0.479) (0.469)
Region of birth: Central 0.398 0.392 0.006
(0.489) (0.489)
Region of birth: West 0.072 0.093 −0.023
(0.258) (0.291)
Married 0.699 0.677 0.024
(0.459) (0.468)
N 5072 344
***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels (two- sided tests).
T A B L E  2  Non- parametric point estimates in 
s0. The Hodges- Lehmann estimates were computed using the 







Hodges- Lehmann 0.162 −0.094 −0.579
95% C.I. (0.046 0.275) (−0.325 0.141) (−1.922 0.332)
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The assumption of instrument monotonicity in s0, AIR.4*, is not refutable. However, the like-
lihood of defiers (whose existence would violate this assumption) is mitigated by discarding from 
the analysis individuals who returned to work after being retired (just as in Bonsang et al., 2012; see 
Appendix). Regarding AIR.5*, Figure 2 describes the evolution of the standardised memory score 
with age within s0. The local polynomial regression of order 2 suggests that the memory score de-
creases with age across the 18 months selected around s0. Although the relationship is not statistically 
significant in s0, it is not possible to rule out a prior that the variation in the memory score in the 
data is not masking an effect of age (and thus of Z) on Y. Thus, in the analysis phase, we report point 
estimates for LATE based on Proposition 5 and partial identification regions for LATE based on local 
versions of Propositions 2– 4.
4.4 | Analysis phase
Table 2 presents Hodges and Lehmann (1963) point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for ITTD, 
ITTY and LATE under Proposition 5. The underlying randomisation inference procedure was based 
on 5000 Monte Carlo replications. Within s0, eligibility for SSRP age leads to a statistically signifi-
cant jump in the propensity to retire of 16.9%. The results further suggest that eligibility for SSRP 
leads to a drop of 0.09 standard deviations in the standardised memory score (0.29 questions or 1.4%). 
However, this effect is not statistically significant. The point estimate for LATE also suggests that 
retirement leads to a drop of 0.58 standard deviations in the memory score (1.7 questions in the test, 
or 8.6%). This effect is also statistically insignificant.
As mentioned before, the estimate for LATE in Table 2 rests on the exclusion restriction AIR.5*. 
Concerns about the appropriateness of this assumption imply that it is not possible to rule out, a priori, 
that this finding might mask a Type I error, a Type II error, an underestimation of LATE or an over-
estimation of the LATE. Therefore, we proceed next to obtain estimates of the non- parametric bounds 
in s0. Prior to that, we discuss the suitability of the assumptions imposed by Propositions 2– 4 in s0.
Assumption P2.1 in Proposition 2 requires that within s0, compliers’ memory does not improve 
when they retire. Retirees (in general) and compliers (in particular) might invest time and resources 
to maintain or slow down age- related cognitive declines. Thus, a priori, there are not reasons to rule 
out that some individuals might even experience an improvement in cognitive skills following retire-
ment. The decline in average memory observed in the short time span covered by Figure 2 invites 
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us to think, however, that efforts to mitigate cognitive decline are, on average, insufficient to revert 
biological trends. This would suggest that, overall, Assumption P2.1, which only needs to hold on 
average, is not particularly strong. Assumption P2.2 imposes that, in each stratum, the combination 
of all mechanisms (other than retirement) through which eligibility affects cognition does not lead 
to an average improvement in cognition as with P2.1. Ageing will play a predominant role normal 
among these other mechanisms. The observation that memory declines, on average, with age, makes 
this assumption more acceptable, particularly because as with P2.1., P2.2 only need to be satisfied on 
average - so we do not rule out the possibility that some individuals’ memory might actually improve 
with eligibility.
Assumptions P3.1– P3.6 require that, within s0, the average potential and counterfactual outcomes 
of the compliers are no better than the corresponding average potential and counterfactual outcomes 
of never- takers. This would imply that in s0 the potential memory score of individuals who do not 
retire regardless of whether or not they meet the SSRP eligibility age is not worse than the memory of 
individuals who would retire if they met the SSRP age and would not retire before the SSRP age. The 
assumption is consistent with the idea that employers will have an incentive to keep their most cogni-
tively able employees at work, as these are probably more productive. P3.1– P3.6 also imply that the 
average potential and counterfactual outcomes of the compliers are no worse than the corresponding 
average potential and counterfactual outcomes of always- takers. This will hold if, on average, always- 
takers (who will retired before or at the SSRP age regardless of eligibility) have lower cognitive 
functioning than compliers. Early retirement could indeed respond to employers creating incentives to 
promote the early retirement of the least productive/cognitively able employees. It could also follow 
if the least cognitively able workers encounter more difficulty keeping, moving or finding jobs when 
they are older. On the other hand, we could imagine high functioning individuals retiring early after a 
successful life in the job market. Data are silent about which of these streams are dominant, however 
correlations in the RAND- HRS provide some suggestive results. The memory score of those retired 
before age 62 was lower (−0.262) than that of the average population of retirees (−0.258), the Body 
Mass Index of those retired before age 62 was higher (29.77) than that of the average population of re-
tirees (29.05), and while 35% of the former had some form of hospitalisation in the months running to 
the interview, the proportion for the full population of retirees was 32%. Published literature on early 
retirement (e.g. Lund & Villadsen, 2005; Quinn, 1977) also found that poor health and lower socio- 
economic status correlate with early retirement (which are positively correlated with cognition). This 
evidence is only suggestive, but it would indicate that there might be reasons to believe that average 
potential and counterfactual outcomes of the compliers are no worse than the corresponding average 
potential and counterfactual outcomes of always- takers (despite of the latter being a younger group). 
In any case, although assumptions P3.1– P3.6 in Proposition 3 are not refutable, they yield testable 
implications which can be used to falsify those assumptions. We do this next.
Table 3 presents estimates of the empirically testable conditions derived from Proposition 3, within 
the selected subpopulation. Bootstrap standard errors, based on 5000 replications, are provided in pa-
rentheses. Both inequalities are satisfied in the identifying neighbourhood. This evidence does not re-
ject the assumption of weak monotonicity between strata underpinning Propositions 3 and 4- although 
it must be bore in mind that these testable conditions constitute only one manifestation of the distribu-
tion of the data under weak monotonicity.
Table 4 presents half- median unbiased estimates of the bounds for LNATEnt, LNATEat, MATE and 
LATE, in s0 together with the CLR 95% confidence intervals for the true parameter value. The iden-
tification region for LATE under Proposition 2 implies that LATE ∈ [−1.348,0]. This region identifies 
the sign of the LATE (by assumption) and suggests that, at most, retirement would lead to a 21% drop 
(4.2 corrects questions) in the memory score.
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Proposition 3 yields more informative regions in so far we obtain a sharper lower bound, such that 
LATE ∈ [−0.353,1.071]. The lowest admissible LATE implies a drop of 1.1 correct answers out of 20 
(a 5%) in the memory score. In contrast, the point estimates in Table 2 suggested a drop of 1.7 ques-
tions (8.6%) in the memory test. That effect is thus not feasible when AIR.5* is relaxed. The CLR 95% 
confidence interval for LATE, (−0.611, 1.363), would re- emphasise the finding that value of −0.58 
reported in Table 2 is not statistically significant. Proposition 3 does not identify the sign of LATE 
and, in fact, we cannot rule out improvements in memory of up to 3.3 correct answers in the memory 
score following retirement (a 16%).
The combination of Propositions 2 and 3 in s0 identifies the sign of LATE (by assumption) and 
provides useful information about the magnitude of the effect, with LATE ∈ [−0.513,0], suggesting 
that the memory score could drop by up to 1.6 correct answers (8%) following retirement (but ruling 
out falls of 8.6% suggested by the point estimates in Table 2).
T A B L E  3  Verification of the testable implications derived under P3.1– P3.6 in 
s0. When 
assumptions P3.1– P3.6 underlying Propositions 3 and 4 hold, E(Y|Z = 0,D = 1)−E(Y|Z = 0,D = 0)≤0 and 
E(Y|Z = 1,D = 1)−E(Y|Z = 1,D = 0)≤0. The table presents estimates of these moments and bootstrap standard errors 








***, ** and * denote significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels (two- sided tests).
T A B L E  4  Identification regions for the LATE (±9 months around the SSRP age). Half- median unbiased 
estimates for the identification regions of the effect of retirement on the standardised memory score (RAND HRS, 
male population). Chernozhukov et al. (2013)’s 95% confidence intervals for each parameter are provided within 
brackets. These were based on 5000 bootstrap replications and 100,000 draws from a normal distribution








LNATEnt −0.383 0.000 −0.383 −0.020 −0.383 −0.021
(−0.648 0.000) (−0.681 0.223) (−0.674 0.000)
LNATEat −0.673 0.000 −0.673 −0.072 −0.673 −0.072
(−1.035 0.000) (−1.075 0.242) (−1.071 0.000)
MATE −0.156 0.000 −0.057 0.167 −0.085 0.000
(−0.314 0.000) (−0.114 0.298) (−0.129 0.000)
LATE −1.348 0.000 −0.353 1.071 −0.513 0.000
(−2.990 0.000) (−0.611 1.363) (−0.717 0.000)
Observations 344
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The critical information in Table 4 refers to whether the sign of LNATEat and LNATEnt is iden-
tified under Proposition 3, in which case we should take the validity of the underlying instrumental 
variable with some caution. The same principle guiding the choice of h, suggests that we take a con-
servative approach which focuses attention on the identification region for the LNATEat or LNATEnt, 
rather than the CLR confidence intervals. This is because now the implicit null hypothesis is that the 
exclusion restriction holds (and that the instrumental variable is valid). However, failing to reject this 
hypothesis when false (a Type II error) has more severe consequences than a Type I error, as the for-
mer will result in misleading inferences, as noted by Cai et al. (2008), Conley et al. (2012), Nevo and 
Rosen (2012) and many others. Bearing this consideration in mind, we see that the sign of LNATEat 
is identified (identification region [−0.673, −0.072]) as is the sign of LNATEnt (identification region 
[−0.383, −0.020]). This invites us to think that we should treat the exclusion restriction with some 
caution, even though the CLR 95% confidence interval for LNATEat and LNATEnt include 0 (what 
could be taken as evidence supporting AIR.5* in a less conservative approach).
4.5 | Sensitivity analysis
We explore next the sensitivity of the results to the selection of subpopulation. To this end, we re- 
analysed the data for h ∈ [8,12]. The results are summarised in Tables SWA 1– 3 in the Appendix. 
The tables show that the numerical variation across h is small. More critically, there is no substan-
tive variation of the conclusions of the analysis. The results in these tables can be summarises by 
considering the union and intersection of the identification regions across bandwidths— the smaller 
the difference between these two sets, the higher the robustness of the results (noting that the in-
tersection will be always contained within the union). Of particular interest are the identification 
regions for LATE obtained under Proposition 3. For h in [8, 12], the union and intersection of the 
identification sets are 
and 
As reflected by these moments, the numerical variation across h is small, with the lower bound oscillating 
from a 4% drop to a 5.7% drop in the standardised memory score and the upper bound varying from an 
increase of 14.5 to an increase of 16.8% in the standardised memory score.
The sign and magnitude of LATE are important parameters, but in this paper we are particularly 
interested in exploring the role played by age in confounding the estimates of LATE. The question is 
of interest on its own right, but it also matters when interpreting the results of analyses based on data-
sets that only reveal participant’s age in years at the time of the interview (see, e.g. Johnston & Lee, 
2009) or where the results have been obtained by binning data in blocks of 3, 4, 6, and so on, months 
around the cut- off (see for example Eibich, 2015).
We can draw some conclusions about this question by studying the extent to which the the sign of 
LNATEat and LNATEnt is identified across h under Proposition 3. As before, the we take a conser-
vative approach that focuses on the identification regions (rather than the CLR), given that a Type II 








[LBh, UBh ] = [ − 0.262, 0.920] .
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Figure 3 summarises the results (see also Tables SWA.1– 4 in the Appendix). Regarding LNATEat, 
the non- parametric bounds fail to provide conclusive information, sometimes identifying the sign 
of LNATEat, and other times failing to do so, without a consistent pattern. However, the bounds of 
LNATEnt show that for h > 7, the sign of this parameter is identified, and negative. The implications 
of all these results are discussed next.
4.6 | Discussion
The previous analysis has put forward a number results. The non- parametric point estimates suggests 
that retirement might have a negative effect on the standardised memory score of men in the RAND- 
HRS, within a period of 9 months following the SSRP age. The magnitude of the effect (8.6%) would 
be statistically insignificant.
The result of the bounds analysis suggest that, when studying the impact of retirement, the valid-
ity of eligibility as an instrumental variable depends on the time period considered for the analysis 
and that violations of the exclusion restriction are likely already in intervals of ±8 months around 
the SSRP age. If a large neighbourhood of the policy rule is taken for an analysis, biological long 
term trends in cognitive ability and health are likely to disable eligibility as a valid instrument, as it 
becomes difficult to disentangle these trends from the effect that retirement might have on cognition 
(or health). Our results suggest that confounding operates through the subpopulation of never- takers 
(individuals who do not retire when they reach the SSRP age). These individuals are older than those 
who take early retirement and are thus subject to a faster natural cognitive decline (as can be inferred 
looking at Figure 2).
Without imposing the exclusion restriction, the partial identification approach qualifies the point 
estimates. First, within 9 months of the SSRP age, the estimated identification regions suggest that 
if retirement is, in fact, detrimental for the memory score, then drops beyond 4– 5.7% are unlikely. 
Second, in the considered subpopulation of men, data alone cannot identify the sign of the treatment 
effect. In fact, data supports improvements in the memory score of up to 14.5– 16.8% following retire-
ment. The sign of LATE can only be identified if we are willing to assume that, on average, compliers’ 
F I G U R E  3  The figure plots the identification regions for LNATEat (dashed grey line with solid circles) and 
LNATEnt (black line with squares), over different values of h
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memory does not improve with retirement and that, within each principal stratum, the combination 
of all mechanisms (other than retirement) through which eligibility affects cognition does not lead to 
an average improvement in cognition. These assumptions are consistent with the natural declines in 
memory with age reported in this paper. Nonetheless, by definition partial identification analyses treat 
all values in the identification region uniformly. Therefore we cannot rule a zero LATE.
The previous results suggest a further point of caution. If while studying an effect of retirement 
data only reveal age in years (as is the case with some popular data sets where the month of birth is 
not publicly released), then one needs to contemplate the possibility that the effect of natural trends 
on the outcome might not be separable from the effect of retirement. If researchers conclude that con-
founding is likely to be significant, then non- parametric methods such as those in Flores and Flores- 
Lagunes (2013) (or any other alternative method robust to departures from the exclusion restriction 
- e.g. Mealli & Pacini, 2013) might be useful in teasing out what can be learned about the LATE under 
consideration.
A last caveat seems to emerge from the analysis in the paper. Data driven bandwidth selection 
methods in regression discontinuity studies do not take into account the exclusion restriction, therefore 
optimal bandwidths may identify intervals where the exclusion restriction could fail. This suggests 
that it might be advisable to complement Regression Discontinuity studies with empirical evaluations 
of the exclusion restriction. The methods in Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) revisited in this article 
provide a robust way of doing that. An alternative that might be amenable to implementation in similar 
settings is Mealli and Pacini (2013). All those methods rely on weaker assumptions than those sup-
porting regression discontinuity designs. In the specific case of Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013), one 
ca also produce median- unbiased, precision adjusted estimates (such extension might be possible in 
Mealli & Pacini, 2013, although this is left for future investigation). Indeed, the bounds in Flores and 
Flores- Lagunes (2013) can stand alone as the final output of any analysis when doubts exist regarding 
the validity of an instrument. As is generally the case, however, bounds analyses are not prescriptive 
in so far all values in the identification regions are treated uniformly. However, as Manski (2018), we 
see this as a strength, given the additional credibility of the underlying assumptions.
5 |  CONCLUSION
The literature estimating the causal effects of retirement has typically addressed the selection bias using 
identification strategies in which retirement decisions are predicted by the exogenously- determined 
level of an instrumental variable. The literature has been dominated by age- based instrumental vari-
ables (generally built on early retirement and pension eligibility rules). The key assumption underly-
ing these analyses is that eligibility (a proxy for age) affects the outcome of interest only indirectly, 
via retirement decisions. This is known as the exclusion restriction.
Age- based instrumental variables split the population into two groups, the young (the non- eligible) 
and the old (the eligible) at a point in life when memory, health and other biological traits are mark-
edly declining. This creates uncertainty around the suitability of the exclusion restriction because it 
is not possible to rule out, a priori, that it is age (rather than retirement) what is driving variation in 
outcomes. It is well known that the use of invalid instruments leads to misleading estimates and infer-
ences. What is unclear, however, is if these estimates and inferences might mask a Type I error, a Type 
II error, an underestimation of LATE or an overestimation of LATE. Whereas the issue of the validity 
of age- based instruments has been acknowledge (generally explicitly) in the literature and while it is 
accepted that exclusion is a key stepping stone for further analysis, there is a dearth of empirical stud-
ies exploring the validity of age- based instruments.
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This paper presents new estimates of the effect of retirement on memory, using a cross- section of 
male respondents in the US RAND Health and Retirement Study. As in previous work, the point of 
departure is an age- based instrumental variable to predict retirement (namely an indicator of having 
reached the US SSRP age of 62 years). Our estimates are of interest on their own right, however the 
main empirical contribution of this paper is an evaluation of the validity of the chosen age- based in-
strumental variable.
The exclusion restriction is not refutable, in the sense that it cannot be tested with data using stan-
dard statistical techniques. However, this paper shows that we can empirically analyse the validity of 
our age- based instrumental variable by combining recent contributions in two streams of the litera-
ture. Specifically, we first adopt a discontinuity framework proposed by Li et al. (2015a) and Mattei 
and Mealli (2016) that formalises the conditions under which fuzzy regression discontinuity designs 
can be interpreted as a type of local randomised experiment with non- compliance. The retirement- 
cognition conundrum falls within this framework because eligibility for Social Security Pension pre-
dicts a discontinuity in the propensity to retire at the SSRP age. Second, and critically, we integrate 
within this framework methods by Flores and Flores- Lagunes (2013) designed to partially identify 
LATE in randomised experiment with non- compliance and a failure of the exclusion restriction. That 
is the methodological contribution of the paper.
Under the premise that our age- based instrument is valid, we find that in a neighbourhood of 9 
months around the SSRP age, retirement leads to a average drop of 8.6% in a memory score among 
the subpopulation of compliers (that is, those men whose retirement decisions are driven solely by 
their eligibility for the SSRP). This effect, however, appears to be statistically insignificant. Yet, our 
identification framework provides evidence against the validity of the instrument, already in intervals 
of 8 months around the the SSRP age. Specifically, we detect a direct effect of age on memory in our 
data, principally occurring through the subpopulation of never- takers. These are individuals who do 
not retire when they reach the SSRP age. They are older than those who take early retirement and are 
thus subject to a faster natural cognitive decline in memory.
When we allow for a failure in the exclusion restriction, we first observe that average drops in our 
measure of memory beyond 8% are unlikely. Furthermore, we cannot rule out improvements in the 
memory score following retirement of up to 16%. To conclude that retirement could be detrimental for 
memory, we would need to assume, first, that compliers’ memory does not improve with retirement 
on average. Second, within each principal stratum, the combination of all mechanisms (other than re-
tirement) through which eligibility affects cognition does not lead to an average improvement in cog-
nition. Among those ‘other’ mechanisms, age is likely to play a dominant role, thus these assumptions 
are consistent with reported natural declines in memory with age, and by being enforced ‘on average’ 
they remain relatively weak— allowing for improvements in the memory of some compliers. Under 
these assumptions, however, drops in memory beyond 5% are ruled out by our identification regions; 
furthermore, by definition, partial identification analyses treat all values in the identification region 
uniformly. Therefore we cannot rule a zero LATE.
The potential for age to invalidate eligibility as an instrument has been recognised in the literature 
before. However, our finding that age- based instruments might be invalid already in short intervals 
of 8 months around the policy cut- off, if replicated in other studies, would have implications for the 
interpretation of results predicated on instruments where age is measured in gross categories, such as 
years, semesters or even quarters.
Our study is subject to limitations. First, our results only refer to a single dataset from the United 
States. It is desirable to investigate if similar conclusions replicate in other countries and other data-
sets. Second, because of the emphasis of our study on non- parametric methods, we are limited in 
our ability to capture long term effects of retirement. Our results refer to the medium term. Third, 
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the conclusions regarding the validity of our chosen age- based instruments seem closely attached to 
outcomes that are subject to natural, biological declines (health and cognition). It is unclear if this 
conclusion would extrapolate to other more stable outcomes, consumption being of particular interest 
in this regard. Similarly, these conclusions are circumscribed to the specific instrumental variable 
chosen in this paper. Fourth, we focus on the LATE. This parameter is important, because it refers to 
the effect of policy rules that are under the control of governments. However LATE refers only to a 
subpopulation of compliers (which in our study accounted for about 16% of the underlying popula-
tion). Estimates of the population wide treatment effect are equally important, but subject to additional 
identification challenges.
We deploy a deliberately conservative identification strategy, which could be seen as a limitation. 
However, when studying the validity of instruments, a failure to reject a false implicit null hypothesis 
(the instrument is valid) has considerably more serious consequences than rejecting a true implicit null 
hypothesis. Whereas the former is a Type II error that would lead to misleading inference, the latter 
Type I error would lead us to estimate partial identification regions which are, half- median unbiased 
and informative about the true LATE.
Guided by the need to satisfy the SUTVA and monotonicity assumptions, we have restricted our 
analysis to cross- sectional data. The RAND HRS, however, offers longitudinal information. It might 
be desirable to exploit longitudinal information for identification purposes. Longitudinal correlations 
present challenges for SUTVA (which can partially be addressed by, for example, taking data in first 
differences). More critically, however, longitudinal settings create challenges for the definition of the 
parameter of interest, the assumption of monotonicity, and the definition of principal strata (having to 
distinguish between retired non- compliers and non- retired non- compliers). These need not be insur-
mountable challenges, but their resolution is beyond the scope of this paper. Regarding the RAND- 
HRS, data are collected over two year periods, and it is not possible to clearly identify the exact 
moment of retirement for respondents. This presents further challenges related to measurement error. 
Addressing all these limitations is important, however they go beyond the scope of a single paper, and 
are left for further research.
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